
Limitation of Liability
While we endeavour to ensure that the information in this planning guide and the associated Sales Strategy 
and Planning course is correct to the maximum extent permitted by law we provide you with the training on 
an ‘as is’ basis only. 

In no event will Open Page Limited be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, those 
resulting from interruption of services or inaccurate information or advice) arising out of the use, inability 
to use, or the results of the use of the Sales Strategy and Planning course and this guide, any websites liked 
to this site, or the materials or information contained at any or all such sites, whether based on warranty, 
contract, tort or any other legal theory and whether or not advised of the possibility of such damages. 

If your use of the materials, guidance or information from this planning guide or the Sales Strategy and 
Planning course or any other associated materials, you do so entirely at your own risk and you assume all 
costs thereof. The Terms of Limitation are governed by the laws of the United Kingdom. 

Copyright and Trademarks 
This planning guide and associated training materials are the copyright of Open Page Limited and any 
unauthorized use of any of these materials will violate copyright, trademarks, and other laws.

Recommendations
Because the Sales Planning and Targeting course takes a highly 
customer centric approach, before commencing these activities, 
participants should re-visit the related course videos. 

Senior management who will judge, manage or implement the plan 
findings should study all of the course videos. 

Please download fillable planning forms from course Module 5 Lesson 2
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Activity 1
Identify your best match customers
Before starting this activity, please review:  
Module 3 Lesson 2 ‘Your best match prospects’

In this first activity you and your planning team explore your current customers and 
identify those you would like to replicate again and again, to win more that share the 
same purchasing characteristics.

1. Start by listing a representative 
cross-section of your current 
customers, say around sixty to 
a hundred. If you have fewer 
than sixty, add recent customers 
to make up the numbers. It’s 
best to list these on a computer 
spreadsheet and print out a copy 
for everyone in the planning team.

2. If you have hundreds or thousands 
of customers, then take the first hundred in alphabetical order, with names 
beginning with A, B, C and so on. But do make sure they are a representative 
cross-section of all your different customers.

3. Next, explore your competitors’ customers. Are there any that are a good match 
to your business, that you would like to win, but you have not been able to 
secure in the past. Add these to your list. 

4. If you have fewer than sixty customers, go with what you have. If the numbers 
are still low, less than fifty or so, add the names of potential prospects that you 
believe will be a good match to your business, that you would like to approach in 
the near future. 

5. Next, evaluate each customer in 
turn, using the planning team’s 
customer knowledge and gut 
instinct. Highlight in green those 
you would like to replicate again 
and again. Remove all those not 
highlighted green. Ideally you 
should eliminate around fifty 
percent, perhaps more.

Note. 
There are many reasons for removing  
certain types of customer from your green list; not profitable, bad payers, difficult to manage, 
constant complainers that upset your staff, no loyalty, costly to service and support, poor 
match to your core business, and so on. 

 Module 3 Lesson 2

 Module 3 Lesson 2
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Activity 2 
Identify the primary desired outcomes of green customers
Before starting this activity, please review:  
Module 3 Lesson 2 ‘Your best match prospects’

1. Start with the first customer on your green list. 

2. Ask the planning team to identify 
the principal decision maker or 
influencer. Then brainstorm the 
primary desired outcome that person 
wanted or needed to achieve from 
their purchase. On the computer 
spreadsheet, next to the customer’s 
name, write the primary desired 
outcome description, or a short two 
or three word identifier tag.  
(See tag examples in Module 3 Lesson 4 ‘HVAC segments explored)

3. Now look down the green customer list and identify other customers, where the 
principal decision maker or influencer shares the same or similar primary desired 
outcome. Write the same primary desired outcome description or tag next to 
their company names. 

4. Next, go down your green list to the next customer to be evaluated. Repeat 
steps 2 to 3 above. Repeat until every customer on your green list has a primary 
desired outcome description or tag. 

5. Now rearrange your spreadsheet list to group together customers that share the 
same tag. (Sort customers by their tag). In later planning this list will help you to 
evaluate the income opportunity and importance of each customer group.

6. You should now have primary desired outcomes descriptions against all the 
customers on your green list. 

In the next activity you develop your Customer Group descriptions. 

Note 1.  
Some members of the planning team may be unfamiliar with several or many of the 
customers on the green list and their reasons for buying. As you analyse each customer, ask 
those originally involved in the sale to identify the principal decision maker and confirm the 
primary desired outcome. 

Note 2.  
You may be tempted to explore customer segments you don’t currently sell to. You may even 
stumble on a tempting new market opportunity. The scope of new types of customers may 
seem almost infinite, but it pays to be cautious. If you plan to sell to potential customers that 
are new to your business, in all likelihood you will know little about them and may not have 
the experience to serve them effectively. Breaking into completely new customer groups can 
be risky, difficult and costly. Evaluate with great care.

 Module 3 Lesson 2
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Activity 3 
Develop your Customer Groups
Before starting this activity, please review:  
Module 3 Lesson 3 ‘Segmentation part 1 - The better way to segment’ 
Module 3 Lesson 4 ‘Segmentation part 2 - HVAC segmentation explored’

In this activity you develop the Primary Desired Outcomes on your green list into 
Customer Group descriptions.

1. A Customer Group description 
has two elements. The first is the 
current or anticipated situation or 
problem that triggers the principal 
decision makers or influencers 
to purchase what you and your 
competitors sell. The second 
element is the primary desired 
outcome that is common to all the principal decision  
makers or influencers who fall into the Customer Group. 

2. Take each Primary Desired Outcome 
description on your green list in turn and 
develop a Customer Group description. 
Then add a short form tag description 
at the head. Write each customer group 
description on a separate flip chart 
page or column across one or more 
whiteboards. Hang the flip-chart pages 
next to each other on a wall, or position 
the whiteboards, so that everyone in  
the planning team can see them clearly. 

 
Note 1. 
Customer Group descriptions are not an exercise  
in concise writing or grammar. Write two or  
three sentences if it helps, or a series of notes.  
However, your descriptions must be immediately 
recognised and understood by every customer facing person in your business, from the CEO 
down. And will the primary decision makers, influencers, and others members of a buying 
team, acknowledge the primary desired outcome as their main driver for the purchase? 

Note 2. 
If you are concerned about customising your products or services, and marketing and sales, 
for different traditional market sectors, such as automotive, aerospace, marine, fabricators, 
after-markets, and so on, this is something you do after completing and prioritising your 
Customer Groups. 

Note 3. 
Make sure that customer groups are not based on a type of business or market segment.

 Module 3 Lesson 6

 Module 3 Lesson 6

 Module 3 Lesson 3
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Activity 4 
Short-list and prioritise your best Customer Groups
Before starting this activity, please review:  
Module 3 Lesson 5 ‘Apply the Pareto focus’

In this activity you and your team short-list a maximum of four or five groups for 
more detailed evaluation. Later, you narrow these down to your priority two or three 
groups. These priority groups then become the main focus of your marketing and 
selling activities in the future. This means that you selectively market and sell to win 
customers that are your best matched, and most profitable, from across all of the 
market sectors you currently target.

Remember, this doesn’t mean that you never sell to customer in less important groups. 
It means that you don’t pro-actively target poorly matched prospects with your sales 
and marketing activities.

First short-list four or five customer groups.
1. You should now have each of your customer groups on a flip chart page, lined up 

on a wall, or listed in columns across whiteboards. 

2. To help you and your team short-list your customer groups to no more than 
five, under each customer group description list the main types of business 
that typically fall into the group (See 
picture), and if it helps, also add 
the names of several of your most 
important customers in the group. 
Take these from your green customer 
spread sheet. This listing will help you 
to judge the value and importance 
of each Customer Group during final 
short-listing.

3. Complete Form 1 ‘Individual 
customer group descriptions’, one for 
each group.  
(Download from Module 5 Lesson 2). If your planning team is large and breaks into 
syndicates, print out a copy for each person.

4. Now ask the planning team to short-list four or five customer groups to take 
forward for final prioritisation. Give each group a star rating. One star for the 
least valuable group to five stars for the most valuable. Things to consider are 
the income potential of a group, how well each matches your business and how 
easy it is to win sales. (If you use whiteboards, take a picture for your records before 
removing groups.)

 
Note. 
You need to be resolute in eliminating less important customer groups. They’ll hold you back.

 Module 3 Lesson 6
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Activity 5
Prioritise your short-listed groups. 
 
It’s now time to carry out a series of detailed evaluations to prioritise your final four  
or five customer groups. 

Use Form 2 ‘Best match consideration for customer groups’  
(Download from Module 5 Lesson 2.)

1. Across the top of the columns enter  
the Tags of your short-listed groups.

2. Starting with your first group, work  
your way down the list of evaluations, 
scoring each one to five. Score one  
for a bad match up to five for the best 
match. If you prefer to make each  
score visual, enter stars instead of a 
number score.

3. Repeat for each of the other customer groups. 

4. The final task is to prioritise these customer groups. Which group will be your 
top priority for focussing your marketing and selling? Which is the second most 
important and the third, which ideally you hold in reserve should the first or 
second unexpectedly fail to deliver the income you require. Two groups of equal 
importance can share first place, however, you will need to choose one for initial 
implementation, keeping the back until the first is up and running. 

Note 1 
If you and the planning team want to retain more than five customer groups for final 
evaluation it may be because your business lacks market focus, it wants to be all things  
to all customers. Something that IBM discovered to its cost and Toyota cars when they shared 
showrooms with the group’s high end Lexus models. Be ruthless.

Note 2. 
This approach to targeting your best customers is not about the range of products or services 
you sell. Companies that provide gaskets and seals, or suppliers of hygiene products or 
cottons and threads, provide many products and services to achieve the desired outcomes 
of one customers group. Another example is a builders merchant focused on selling to 
a customer group made up mostly of property renovators and re-furbishers who have a 
primary desired outcome to do a profession job. They sell several thousand products to this 
one customer group in addition to hiring out plant and equipment and running skills courses. 
You probably have a store like this near you.

 
BEST MATCH CONSIDERATIONS FOR CUSTOMER GROUPS – FORM 2 

BUSINESS /DIVISION  VERSION  DATE 

Click and enter your business name.  Version No..  Click to pick date. 

 
Evaluation criteria Click & enter 

Group TAG 
Click & enter 
Group TAG 

Click & enter 
Group TAG 

Click & enter 
Group TAG 

Click & enter 
Group TAG 

Income opportunity of the Group 
Is the group size big enough to achieve targets? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Retention and repeat purchasing 
Do customer tend to stay loyal and to us? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Profitability of the Group 
And will it remain profitable over plan period? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Importance of purchase to customers 
Will customers purchase in hard times? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Our ability to compete and win sales 
Do we have a sustainable dominant position? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

External risks to sales opportunity 
Will anything damage future sales opportunity? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Resilience and longevity of their market sectors 
What is likely to change – for better or worse? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Our reputation and market strength 
Do these customers prefer to buy from us? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Ability to win customers – especially from rival suppliers 
Will we remain competitive? 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

         Other important criteria you want to add. 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

Other important criteria you want to add. 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

      

Customer group priority, rank 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 1 to 5 

 
Sales Dynamics - Planning Form 2    Copyright Open Page Limited 

 Download from Module 5 Lesson 2
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Activity 6 
Desired outcomes of your priority customer groups
For this activity use these four forms (Download for Module 5 Lesson 2).

Form 3  ‘Key decision makers and influencers’ 
Form 4a  ‘Desired outcomes for Strategist and Financier roles’ 
Form 4b  ‘Desired outcomes for Scrutineer and User roles’ 
Form 4c  ‘Summary desired outcomes for the customer group’

 
You now develop strategies for your number one priority customer group.  
In conventional marketing and sales planning you explore your strengths, weaknesses 
and the competitiveness of what you sell. You also explore opportunities and threats 
that make your target markets and customers less or more attractive. You carried out 
these evaluations as you completed Form 2 ‘Best match considerations for groups’.

 
In this activity you explore all of the key desired outcomes across a  
typical buying team in your first, most important customers group. 

1. On Form 3 ‘Key decision makers and influencers’ list, in order of seniority, the job 
titles or job descriptions of the key decision makers and influencers who typically 
contribute to the purchase decisions in your first customer group. 

2. Take each job title or job description, one at a 
time, and brainstorm the person’s typical key 
desired outcomes from the purchase across the 
four roles; Strategist, Financier, Scrutineer and 
User. Enter these on forms 4a and 4b (See right)
under the appropriate roles.  

3. Now do the same for the next decision maker 
or influencer on the list. Add their desired 
outcomes to the same forms, under the 
appropriate role. If a desired outcome repeats 
one that is already on a form, do not list it again. 
Repeat until all the job titles or job descriptions 
have been evaluated. 

4. Next rate each desired outcomes one to five stars.

5. Now, from across all four roles, choose the ten most important desired 
outcomes of a typical customer in this group. Copy these in order of importance 
on Form 4c ‘Summary desired outcomes’. The first entry on the summary form is 
the customer group’s primary desired outcome. Add an identifying tag for each 
desired outcome. For example; ‘Comprehensive spares’ or ‘24 hour call-out’. 

Note. 
This won’t be the perfect order of importance for every potential customer in the group. There will 
always be variations and some desired outcomes may or may not apply to every customer. However, 
the list is an essential tool for focusing your marketing and sales, as well as your products and services, 
and for strengthening any weaknesses, to improve your competitiveness.
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Activity 7.
Strategy implementation for your number one group
Refer to your completed Forms: 
Form 1 ‘Best match consideration for groups’,  
Form 2  ‘Key decision makers and influencers’  
Form 3c ‘Summary desired outcomes’.

1. Review Form 2 ‘Best match consideration for customer groups’, but just the 
column for the group you are now planning. Then brainstorm how to improve 
any considerations that negatively impact sales and profitability. Consider your 
products or services, pricing, people skills, locations, marketing, sales, customer 
service and so on. 

2.  Next brainstorm how you can improve weaknesses in your ability to deliver the 
desired outcomes listed on Form 4c ‘Summary key desired outcomes’.   
These don’t all need to be perfect. You may only need to deliver the top three or 
four desired outcomes better than rival suppliers and make others comparable.

3. As you carry out improvements, begin to direct your marketing and sales effort 
to win new customers that fall into this group. Focus on communicating your 
superior ability to achieve their primary and top secondary desired outcomes. 
This superior ability should reflect in your web site, e-marketing, social media 
(with customer case studies that conform how you deliver key desired outcomes), 
sales literature, exhibition stand messaging, sales pitches and demonstrations, 
sales proposals and any direct email or cold call sales approach.

4. If your first customer group promises to deliver all of the customers and 
income you need today and in the near future, and you perceive no risks to 
that continuing, then keep your other groups warm on the back burner. Many 
successful companies focus on a group of customers that buy to achieve the 
same or similar primary desired outcome. These include legal and accountancy 
practices, parcel delivery, hygiene services, construction, five start and budget 
hotels, advertising and marketing agencies, and so on. Because they specialise, 
they tend to leaders in their market sectors and niches.

 
Note 1. 
Module 1 Lessons 1 to 3 of the course demonstrates how you write a sales proposal or quote that 
focused on the prospective customer’s key desired outcomes.

Note 2.  
You may need to tailor or customise your marketing and sales or your products or services for the 
different industry sectors that fall into in a customer group, such as automotive, aerospace, marine, 
fabricators, after-markets, and so on. You do this during implementation, but retaining the focus on 
delivering the key desired outcomes of the prospective customers.

Note 3. 
Don’t be surprised if most of your competitors focus their marketing and selling on the features and 
feature benefits of their products or services. When you communicate your ability to deliver what 
potential customers want to achieve from the purchase, you gain a valuable competitive advantage. 


